




Smart teams and technology…



First stop: Dolan East Atrium Entrance

Question: The Jesuits in Maryland were known as… Answer: Catholic Gentlemen of Maryland



Second stop: Grasselli Library

Prompt: 

Read the exhibit and reflect on its content. React 

as a team to what you have read and share 

something that resonated with you, or you found 

to be an important element of this piece. 

Reaction highlights:

From the early days the Jesuit spirituality was as 

appealing and popular with women as it was to 

men. Roles were created for women despite the 

rules against allowing women Jesuits. 

Ignatius and the Jesuits are very good at practical 

yet creative solutions to tricky issues, such as 

politics and role of women in the church.

Juana was willing to sacrifice everything and was 

so persistent in wishing to become a Jesuit 



Third stop: Administration Building 1st Floor

Prompt: Describe the life event that inspired St. Francis’ spiritual exercises. 

Answer: Recovering from his injuries in the battle of Pamplona.



Fourth stop: Administration Building 2nd Floor

Prompt: Read and reflect on the significance of Jesuit emblems. As a team, use the supplies to create your own 

emblem. Take a photo with members of your team holding the emblem and upload it here. Next, insert your 

emblem into the box for display at our culminating event. 

Responses follow…













Fifth stop: Rodman Hall Admission Lobby

Prompt: Give an example of public works of piety. 

Examples: Hospices for women in bad marriages and homes for orphan boys



Sixth stop: Rodman Hall Chapel

Question:

Who generously provided the stained 

glass windows and furnishings of the 

chapel?

Answer: 

Members of the John Carroll Guild, 

1954



Seventh stop: Marinello Theater, Student Center

Prompt: After reading this display, get artsy! Take a picture on stage (or outside of the 

entrance if locked) with members of your group assembled in a performance-like fashion. 

(Extra points will be given for creativity.) 

Photos follow…













Eighth stop: Lobardo Student Center, Ground Floor

Question: What does reduction mean and what JCU student activity might align with this? 

Answer: Community. Examples include Labre, Immersion trips, Student Union and more!



Ninth stop: Boler College of Business

Prompt: Read the exhibit. When finished, find a 

faculty or staff member in Boler and take a 

photo with them. 

Submissions follow…













Final stop: Administration Building Foyer

Prompt 1: Read The Jesuit Motto and answer the 

following: What did Ignatius mean when he advised 

followers to be Omnibus Omnia? Give an example of this 

at JCU. 

Prompt 2: Read The Beginnings of a Jesuit Iconography 

and Jesuit Formation and answer the following: What is 

the significance of IHS in Jesuit Iconography?

Reflection: What was the most meaningful aspect of this activity for your team and how will 

it impact your future here at JCU? 



Final stop: Administration Building Foyer

Respose: All things for all people. 

JCU Examples: Immersions, weekly service CSSA, 

Carroll Ballers, Carroll Reads, CSDI Programming and 

more. 

Response: Name of Jesus in Greek. 

Reflections: 

• More aware of Jesuit Heritage and History, as well as the fact that we live cura personalis for our faculty, staff and 

students. We want everyone’s JCU experience to be about the whole person in every aspect of their development.

• Learning new facts about the heritage and getting better acquainted with campus.

• Developed a great camaraderie with our small group on a mission to learn about the Jesuit history and how we are called 

to act.

• Seeing how the Jesuit mission touches all areas of our campus.

• Learning more about Ignatian heritage and history, and it will help us better understand our mission.


















